Next-generation IgVH sequencing CLL-like monoclonal B-cell lymphocytosis reveals frequent oligoclonality and ongoing hypermutation.
Chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) develops from CLL-like monoclonal B-cell lymphocytosis (MBL) which represents a low-level asymptomatic expansion of cells that phenotypically resemble CLL. Although antigen selection plays a key role during CLL development, it is not known whether this occurs in early MBL or only during progression to CLL. Recent studies suggested that MBL sometimes displays oligoclonality, but these used techniques with limited sensitivity and specificity and were not conclusive. In this study, we combine cell sorting and next-generation sequencing of rearranged immunoglobulin heavy chain variable (IgVH) genes to thoroughly assess the VH repertoire and oligoclonality of purified MBL cells. Clonal functional rearrangements or clonotypes were identified in 29 of 30 sequenced cases, with 7 or 24% having two clonotypes with unrelated CDR3 sequences. In four of the seven cases with unrelated clonotypes, VH segments from the same family were used. In addition, 6 of 29 cases showed clear evidence of ongoing VH gene hypermutation with three of these being among the seven with unrelated clonotypes. This study conclusively shows that MBL cases often contain multiple B-cell clones, the first to report ongoing VH gene mutation in MBL, and that antigen selection appears to occur in early MBL.